
By Melissa Hucal
The last thing a sensitive forest

ecosystem needs is more damage
hampering its recovery following a
severe storm. That’s why a safety
conscious, environmentally sound
restoration and reforestation plan
has called on Caterpillar forestry
machines to help restore one of
Canada’s most-popular national
landmarks with minimal impact.

Two Caterpillar log loaders—a
330D FM and a 324D FM—donated
by Finning (Canada) and Caterpillar
are assisting in a significant
restoration program at Stanley
Park in Vancouver, British
Columbia. A major windstorm in
December 2006 leveled 20 percent
of the park’s forested areas,
accounting for more than 10,000
trees either uprooted, snapped in
half, or damaged severely.

Because damage sustained by
the park was discovered to
present potential safety risks to
both visitors and the environment,
including weakened cliffs and the
increased risk of fires caused by
massive debris, the Stanley Park
Board created a plan to restore the
damaged forest areas. Although
there are no quick fixes to restore
a forest, one of the first steps in
any recovery plan is to remove
fallen forest timber, a task the Cat
machines are perfectly prepared
to undertake. 

“In a sense, the machines are
doing what they would do in a
normal forestry application, which
is heavy lifting,” said Mike
Dickenson, of North America
Commercial Division’s Canadian

District Office. “Except this is
salvage work which is not focused
on production but rather on careful
movement and placement of the
timber.”  

According to Dickenson, the
versatility and design of these
machines made them the right
choice for the job. By design, the
loaders operate with minimal
environmental impact. The tracked
machines tread lightly on the
forest, in fact, the 80,000-pound
324D FM operates with a ground
pressure similar to a 220-pound
person walking through the park.
The reach and 360-degree turning
ability of the loaders also allow for
minimal ground disruption during
forestry operations.  

The ability to lift, swing, and
place the trees and logs in specific
areas is important for the
restoration of the park, according
to Jake Jacobsen of NACD Forest
Machines. “If the log loaders
couldn’t be used, the trees would
have to be dragged.” If dragged,
Jacobsen explained, the salvaged
timber could further damage
potentially usable wood or damage
the root systems of remaining
trees. Dragging would also hinder
the ability of newly planted trees to
establish themselves, almost
negating the positive restoration
efforts. 

“This is an important recovery
effort in Canada’s largest forestry
province,” said Finning Canada’s
Industry Marketing Manager for
Forestry Brian Mulvihill. “Being
able to help with the recovery
effort is a great opportunity to 

show how Caterpillar and 
Finning are committed to both
environmentally responsible
solutions and the communities 
in which we operate.”

Finning and Caterpillar donated
the loaders for a maximum of 200

hours of operating time per
machine. The donation also
includes insurance and labor
required for service work on the
machines. The

machines will be in service over
the next few months in the largest
damaged areas.
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By Jennifer Tofanelli
Even though Gail

Fosler grew up
surrounded by lathes,
drill presses and hand
tools, it surprised her
father when she
announced her desire
to attend college and
study engineering.
“Back then, it just wasn’t
something women did,” said
Fosler as she presented at the
Pontiac Fuel Systems facility
during a recent employee event.

Pontiac’s Diversity Team hosted
Fosler, the sole female member of
Caterpillar’s board of directors,

and executive
vice president
and chief
economist of the
Conference Board,
the world’s leading
research and
business membership
organization. Fosler
visited the plant,
participated in a 

shop floor tour, and met with
employees as she experienced
firsthand why the Caterpillar
facility in Pontiac, Illinois, is known
as a world-class manufacturing
plant. 

Fosler’s visit was part of a

yearlong diversity effort by Pontiac
to reach out to employees through
mentoring opportunities,
engagement activities, and other
events involving different people
with different backgrounds and
various roles in support of Team
Caterpillar. 

Fosler, named as one of the
“most accurate” economic
forecasters in the world by The
Wall Street Journal, captivated
employees with her insights into
our current economy, Caterpillar
as a global player, and how we
are working to meet the bold goals
of Vision 2020. “I’ve always been
impressed with how Caterpillar

has put such a high
priority on creating a
culture that is very
accepting and
nurturing of a global
company,” said
Fosler.

In terms of diversity and
inclusion, Fosler has used her own
life lessons to stay mindful of the
benefits that diversity can offer 
not only to individuals, but to
institutions, businesses and
governments as well.  

During her speech, Fosler talked
about how businesses and citizens
alike have to embrace the fact that
we’re moving toward a borderless

society. Once people identify
opportunity instead of conflict
when faced with diversity, then
sustainable global economic
growth will follow. 

“More and more people are
living and working in a country
other than their place of birth,”
said Fosler. She said this type of
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Gail Fosler

Scale of the operation can be seen in the
size of the damaged timber being cleared.

Cat board member Gail Fosler took time to tour the
Pontiac facility and learn more about fuel systems.

With its low ground pressure and ability to handle heavy loads safely, the 324D and 330D Forestry Machines were a perfect
fit for reclaiming a damaged Canadian forest. Cat and Finning of Canada donated the machines for the project.



By Kitty Ryan
This month marks the fourth anniversary

of the 6 Sigma Strategic Improvement
Project (SIP) devoted to Caterpillar’s most
important responsibility—employee safety.
The Safety SIP has led to a host of
initiatives that have produced impressive
results in the company’s two top-tier
metrics used to track safety performance:
Recordable Injury Frequency (RIF) and Lost
Time Case Frequency Rate (LTCFR). 

Since the Safety SIP’s deployment
throughout the enterprise in
2003, RIF, which is calculated
from the number of work-
related injuries requiring
medical treatment, has
improved by 63 percent. LTCFR,
measuring the number of
injuries that actually result in
lost workdays, has improved by
77 percent.

“These performance figures
mean we’ve cut injuries by well
over half since Caterpillar deployed the
Safety SIP,” said Corporate Safety Manager
Andrew Schneider. “These improvements
are even more remarkable when you
consider that thousands of new hires have
joined the company during that time. New
hires historically incur injuries at a higher
rate than veteran employees.”

The pace of the safety improvement has
been dramatic too—nearly 24 percent per
year at Caterpillar. Compared to other
companies considered world class, safety
performance typically improves about 12
percent annually.

“Caterpillar set extremely aggressive

goals in 2003 and updated them in 2005 with
the rollout of Vision 2020 to drive even more
improvement,” Schneider said. “We’ve got
a line of sight to meeting them by 2010. In
fact, Caterpillar has already surpassed a
few of our benchmarked companies in RIF
improvement, and we’re on our way to
world-class safety performance.

“Improvements like these don’t happen by
merely talking about safety. They represent
a great deal of hard work and dedication by
our people. In all of our facilities, employees

have embraced a variety of Safety SIP
related activities, from employee safety
training and awareness programs to
participating in value stream
transformations and 6 Sigma rapid
improvement workshops. This SIP has
touched absolutely everyone at Caterpillar
and every facility has improved its safety
performance.” 

So far this year, 121 facilities have
reported zero injuries. The facilities cover a
wide spectrum of work areas, including
product and component manufacturing,
logistics and offices. According to Director
of Social Responsibility Jody Howard, the

diversity of the jobs performed in those
facilities demonstrates that Caterpillar
facilities can achieve the company’s
ultimate goal of zero injuries. 

Howard cited the Mossville Engine Center
(consisting of buildings VV, BB and DD in
Mossville, Illinois) and the skid steer frame
fabrication facility in Torreon, Mexico, as
outstanding examples of how focusing
attention on safety issues can improve a
facility’s safety performance. Both facilities
were on—and have since been removed
from—the company’s safety watch list,
which was established to monitor facilities
with the highest number of injuries.

“Even with a workforce of nearly 3,000
employees producing large engines,
Mossville has reported just two lost time
injuries in the first half of this year,” Howard
said. According to Howard, their RIF has
improved 76 percent and their LTCFR has
improved 93 percent since 2003. Torreon’s
2,700 employees have shown equally
impressive safety improvements, going from
12.62 RIF in 2003 to 1.97 today and an LTCFR
back then of 9.04 to just 0.45 now. “Both
facilities have proven that dramatic
turnarounds are possible,” said Howard.

Schneider said improvements like these
result from a combination of different
activities and initiatives. “Mossville and
Torreon highlight what can happen when
facilities aggressively implement the 
6 Sigma Safety SIP, including Vision Zero
and the full suite of tools Caterpillar has
developed for implementing an effective
safety program,” he said. “Along with safety
measures they already followed, among
many other activities underway, facilities
throughout the enterprise are using the
tools to proactively look for and eliminate
hazards, provide safety training for
supervisors and employees, investigate
injuries, eliminate their root causes, and
reduce ergonomic risk.”

Approximately one-third of reported
injuries at Caterpillar stem from ergonomic
hazards, which Schneider said is the reason
Caterpillar chartered a new Ergonomics
Excellence 6 Sigma SIP as one of only two
SIPs introduced this year. The SIP’s goal is
to eliminate two-thirds of all ergonomic
injuries by 2010. 

“The Safety SIP has galvanized our entire
organization. It has defined the kind of
company we want to be in terms of safety.
The metrics and targets established by the
SIP are a rallying point. They tell everyone
what we want to accomplish—and working
together we are getting there,” Schneider
said. “We anticipate the Ergonomics
Excellence SIP will experience similar
success when it’s fully developed and
deployed.”
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Our Strategy In Progress
Employees Delivering Safety Improvements

From August 19-24,
about 120 of Caterpillar’s
top leaders gathered for
our annual Strategic
Review Conference
(SRC). The theme for this

intense week of meetings was “Delivering the
Commitment,” and our main focus was on relentless
execution to nail our 2010 strategic goals. We heard from
customers, dealers, suppliers and other business leaders—
and most important, had an open, honest dialogue with one
another about our progress, challenges and path forward.
Here’s the message I delivered to SRC attendees about the
state of Caterpillar’s business:

The Good News
•  The global economy is strong, particularly emerging

markets and key sectors important for our business.
•  We have the most extensive product line and global

footprint in our industry.
•  Our “portfolio” of businesses is attractive to customers

and investors.
•  We have a strong balance sheet and good cash flow,

which enable investment in our future.

The Bad News
•  In too many cases, our quality and delivery performance

falls short of customer expectations and our own goals.
This negatively impacts our reputation and must be
addressed with a greater sense of urgency!

•  In some cases, our competitors are more profitable than
we are, which means they can invest more in research
and new product development.

•  We need to expand our capacity significantly to realize
our projected growth opportunity.

•  We are short of people skills in critically important areas,
such as manufacturing engineers.

The Great News
•  We can fix the “bad news” issues—they’re within 

our control!
•  We have a clear strategy, Vision 2020, which gives 

us a well-understood roadmap to an exciting future.
•  We are positioned to win. Moving from “good to great” 

is within our grasp.

So what happens now? Your leaders left SRC with a
sense of urgency to address the “bad news”—particularly
the issues that impact our customers. They also made a

commitment to share what they learned during SRC with
you. In the next month or so, you’ll take part in a strategy
update meeting where your leaders will explain the
importance of relentless execution in the areas of people,
quality, velocity and cost. You’ll hear about the progress
we’ve made so far, the work that remains to be done, how
you can contribute and what Caterpillar’s success means
for each of us as individuals.

Relentless execution requires an uncommonly high level
of excitement and engagement from all of Team Caterpillar.
We will achieve our 2010 goals only if we all understand
where we are today, know what we must do to be
successful tomorrow, share a vision for the future and are
willing to take the tough actions required to get there. I’m
excited about what lies ahead and look forward to joining
with all of you to take Caterpillar to new levels of
performance.

Delighted customers, highly engaged employees and
enthusiastic shareholders—that’s what being part of a
winning team feels like. 

Welcome to the journey. 

Jim Owens, Chairman and CEO

SRC 2007: Good, Bad And Great News For Caterpillar

On the cover: This month’s Cat family members shown 
left to right are Bin Han, Angela Guan, Kate Wang, and
Reddy Muralidhara, from CCI Beijing.
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behavior is an example of how our
borders are becoming less clear and our
networks are spanning the globe. Team
Caterpillar is a great example with Cat
offering nearly 482 operations in 50
countries with over half of our sales
outside the U.S. 

As for Caterpillar in a $40 trillion global
economy with the upward trend in world
exporting; Fosler said Cat needs to keep
detailing how and why Caterpillar is part
of that tremendous global growth and
what we will need to do to stay in front of
the curve. “There are specific challenges
in the manufacturing industry,” said
Fosler. “The cost competition is going to
continue to play a major role in the
success of a global manufacturing
organization. Caterpillar may need to be
more globally competitive—not just have
innovative products—but be globally
competitive in cost structure.”

Continued from page 1 
Cat Board Member Shares Insights
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Team Caterpillar has a proud history of supporting United Way in their
efforts. Through our annual Caterpillar Employees’ United Way Appeal
(CEUWA), we continue to make a real difference in our communities,
truly touching the lives of our fellow citizens and their families.

The Peoria-area drive will be launched on October 15. As in previous
years, campaign coordinators will be asking for volunteers to help form
steering committees. These committees will work closely with
employees at each work location to help answer any questions about
campaign mechanics, employee participation, and community impact.  

“The Caterpillar Employees United Way Appeal represents a
coordinated effort producing resources that will make a significant
impact in our communities where our employees live and work.
Together, we have the power to bring about improvements that matter

most in our communities,” said Will Ball,
Manager of Social Responsibility Initiatives.
For the third year, Caterpillar will be
matching—dollar-for-dollar—each
contribution made via payroll deduction.

Please contact Rachel Bradford at 
309-636-1503 or Bradford_Rachel_A@cat.com
for more information.

United Way Moscow
Every child deserves safety, shelter and

food to eat. Unfortunately, these basic
needs are not always met. 

For example, according to UNICEF,
700,000 Russian children reside in
orphanages, and millions more are
homeless and do not know where their
next meal will come from. The Caterpillar
Foundation donated $20,000 to United
Way Moscow, which provides support for
many of these children—giving them
hope for a better tomorrow. 
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30 years
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U.S. Operations
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CONGRATULATIONS ON ACHIEVING A MAJOR CAREER MILESTONE.

Ronald Schoof
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Denny Hahn
Heavy Constr. Mining

35 years

Mike Bimm
Cat Logistics 

40 years

Ronnie Bockler 
LPSD

30 years

Dave Moore
U.S. Operations

35 years

Bob Bell
U.S. Operations

40 years

Terry Bryner 
LPSD

38 years

Linda Poston 
Cat Logistics 

28 years

Kenny Day
U.S. Operations

35 years

Christine Lanan
Systems+Processes  

35 years 

Barb Walker
U.S. Operations

30 years

Randy Powell
U.S. Operations

35 years

Gerry Motsinger
Systems+Processes 

35 years

Jeanne Buhs 
Cat Logistics 

25 years

Dave Oedewaldt
U.S. Operations

35 years

Bill Murhpy
Systems+Processes 

30 years

Jack Burns
U.S. Operations

40 years

Cliff Cirillo
LPSD

40 years

Jack Chism 
LSPD

35 years

Shirley Harris 
LPSD

29 years

John Hulslander 
LPSD

30 years

John Kearfott
U.S. Operations

35 years

Roy Nicholson
U.S. Operations

38 years

Steve Schrader
Systems+Processes  

30 years

Phil Schumacher
U.S. Operations

35 years

Sue Spencer
MPSD

25 years

Bobby Teague
U.S. Operations

35 years

Floyd Green 
MPSD

30 years

Steve W. Morse
U.S. Operations

35 years

Keith Bradshaw
Systems+Processes 

30 years 

Bill Preston
Systems+Processes 

35 years

Eva Casas
Cat Logistics 

42 years

Mike Lamer
Systems+Processes 

30 years 

Gerry Blunier
U.S. Operations

35 years

Larry Ewins 
LPSD

29 years

Fred Rench
U.S. Operations

35 years

John Kuester 
MPSD

30 years

David Opyd
LPSD

35 years

Joe Burgoni
LPSD

35 years

Pam Schaefer
LSPD

30 years
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Lino Bramante
Asia Pacific

40 years 

Iris Chong
Asia Pacific

40 years

Carol De Cotta
Asia Pacific

35 years 

Jeff Cover
Systems+Processes 

35 years 

Graham Lythgoe
Asia Pacific

35 years 

Bart Simpson
Asia Pacific

25 years 

Learning is one of the key metrics for the PEOPLE Critical Success
Factor (CSF) in Caterpillar’s enterprise strategy and is measured in part
through the Learning and Development Index in the Employee Opinion
Survey (EOS). For the second year, Caterpillar University is naming 
Best Practice winners in the EOS Learning and Development Index. 

As part of the EOS process, Caterpillar’s divisions are divided into
three categories: operations, marketing, and service. Best Practice
winners are the three divisions in each category with the highest
Learning and Development and Engagement Index scores. 

2006 Best Practice Winners
Operations
Asia Pacific Division Operations—Rich Lavin and Helen Wang
Remanufacturing Division—Steve Fisher and Lindsey Birkel
Latin America Division Operations—Tom Gales and Marvin Matamoros

Marketing
Global Mining Division—Chris Curfman and Cindy Eisenbarth
Asia Pacific Division Marketing—Rod Beeler and Don Da Saro
North American Commercial Division—Bill Mayo and Jean Moore

Service
Corporate Auditing and Compliance Division—Ali Bahaj and 

Nancy Lamport
Global Finance & Strategic Support Division—Dave Burritt 

and Annette Appel
Legal Services Division—Jim Buda and Tom Zwicky

The Learning and Development Index Best Practice awards highlight
the divisions whose employees acknowledge that time and/or money is
invested in their professional growth and development and believe that
they have good career opportunities at the company. They demonstrate
Caterpillar’s commitment to investment in developing people and to
heighten employees’ awareness of career possibilities with the
company. 

Cat University conducts studies with the winning divisions to identify
learning and development best practices and create case studies to
help other business units replicate and adapt learning practices that
better meet their learning and development needs.

Please contact Fred Goh at 309-675-1485 or Goh_Fredrick@cat.com
for more information.

Learning And Development Index
Best Practice Winners Announced

Peoria Area United Way Appeal
Begins October 15
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Staff Report
Safety has always been a priority

for Caterpillar. Our Values in Action
make this commitment clear. On 
the strength of the outstanding
improvements in workplace safety,
Cat is now turning its attention to
our customers—those who work in,
on, and around Cat equipment.

Based on the recommendations
of a 6 Sigma Strategic Improvement
Project (SIP), Cat launched an
initiative this year to establish
Caterpillar as a global leader for
safety of people in, on, and around
our products. The specific focus
was to meet customer needs for
safe practices, materials, training,

and equipment.

New Web Site Launched
In response to this SIP, the

Product Safety and Engineering
Services (PSES) Department of the
Technology & Solutions Division
(T&SD) identified a critical gap in
the delivery of safety information to
Cat customers. PSES responded
with a project to develop a
customer-facing web site to provide
safety information to anyone who
interacts with Caterpillar equipment
anywhere in the world.

“Developing the site was very
much a Team Caterpillar effort,”
noted Kevin Brennan, senior
consultant with Customer Safety
Services. “Everyone involved
recognized the importance of what
we were trying to achieve.”

Chairman Jim Owens officially
launched SAFETY.CAT.COMTM on
June 5, 2007, by cutting a virtual red
ribbon on the homepage. “This web
site is an outstanding addition to 
the line of services Cat offers
customers,” said Owens. “This is

about being a good
corporate citizen—it's
the right thing to do."  

SAFETY.CAT.COM
reinforces safety
messages found in the
company’s operation and
maintenance manuals. It
includes excerpts from the manuals
as well as toolbox talks, videos of
walk-around inspections, and
operating tips. 

The site is designed to be the on-
line “go-to” source for customers 
to obtain safety information and
demonstrates Caterpillar’s
leadership in all aspects of safety
best practices.    

Measuring Success
In its first two months,

SAFETY.CAT.COM has had over
150,000 hits. And the site is being
updated and refined continually in
response to user feedback. “The
data we’ve been able to gather from
the web site and from our

continuing research with our
external partners has really opened
our eyes to the level of need that
exists in the industry,” said T&SD
Director Cameron Ferguson of
Product Safety and Engineering
Services. “Caterpillar has an
opportunity to differentiate again by
developing and implementing a
company-wide safety strategy for
our customers and bringing their

voice on safety into product design.” 
With the addition of

SAFETY.CAT.COM to Caterpillar’s
best practices, the future is bright
for safety inside and outside of
Caterpillar. Product Safety and
Engineering Services is setting a
clear path to achieve their mission:
Safely home. Everyone. Every day.

New Customer Care Center Big Win For Peruvian Dealer
Staff Report

Challenged to increase customer market
share and establish the Caterpillar brand as
the market leader, management at Cat dealer
Unimaq developed, with help from Latin
America Commercial Division (LACD) General
Construction Distribution team, a new strategy
based on providing “Integrated Solutions” in
the areas of new equipment sales, product
support, and rental. Implementation started
with the creation of the first customer care
center for General Construction (GC) and
Rental Store operations in Latin America. 

Unimaq’s efforts to create a customer care
center were driven by concerns over phone
call assistance and overall customer
satisfaction. To address the issue, Unimaq’s
General Manager Oscar Rubio created a 
6 Sigma team comprising members from LACD
Marketing Services, GC Distribution, and the
Santiago District Office to work out the details
of such a facility and deliver what customers
expected from a customer care center. 

“Before the improvement in the process, 
two individuals handled all the calls then
transferred the calls to different areas of the

company. The large number of calls and the
diversity of the same made it difficult to
properly route the caller to the relevant area,”
explained Victor Hugo Rivadeneira, Unimaq
Black Belt and process owner. “Today, after
the implementation of the call center, there are
four specialized teams that include Rental,
Equipment, Parts, and Service which take 
calls pertaining to his or her specialty. This
procedure has significantly reduced the loss 
of calls. Calls are now properly passed on to
the correct person identified.”

The center will provide support to all sales

departments in the dealership (rental,
equipment sales, parts sales, and the 
service shop). 

New procedures were also introduced to
improve call handling, follow up, measurement
methodologies, and service mentality
doctrines. All sales personnel including call
agents, salespeople, and sales managers were
trained and prepared to assume the new
challenge of improving Unimaq’s customer
experience and add value to the dealer’s
product and services.

Early reports from customers are indicating
that the new center is a big advantage over
the old system for getting things
accomplished.

“Today, I called the Unimaq Cat Rental
Store and although I did not reach the
representative I wanted because he was
assisting another customer on a telephone
call, another person answered my call
directly and fulfilled my needs within two
minutes,” Cat customer Luz Cuetor of
Ferreyros ICA said. “It no longer takes 30
minutes as it had in the past.”

Customer Fidel Huachahuanqui, an
engineer with Gloria S.A., concurs with

Cueto’s experience. “I feel that the attention of
the Unimaq Cat Rental Store has changed
considerably. I congratulate the lady that
handled my call and immediately gave me a
solution to my request.”

The project team revised the roles and
responsibilities of sales support staff to embed
the importance of daily customer care center
support activities. As a result, the sales
department is fully integrated with the center.
The sales support staff can now take full
benefit of the center to provide improved
service for customers.

“Considering there are a limited number of
staff resources in the general construction
area, this process will contribute to delivering
the customer support solutions the dealer’s
management and, of course, the customers are
expecting from the dealer’s sales force,” said
Process Consultant Miguel Villamil of LACD
Marketing and Services.

The new methodology experiences and
lessons learned from this project will be useful
as the Marketing Services and GC Distribution
teams replicate this project in subsequent
General Construction strategy implementation
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean. 
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Focus On Safety In, On, And Around 
Cat Equipment

Foundation Gift Helps Indonesian Students Learn Science
By Mark Lasiter 

A recent contribution from the Caterpillar
Foundation is helping high school students in
Banda Aceh, Indonesia, experience science in

a better learning
environment.  

Cat

joined a host of individual donors and
corporate organizations in supporting Syiah
Kuala University Laboratory School, a new
educational facility built in the wake of the
devastating tsunami in late 2004. The
foundation donated $25,000 toward the
purchase of new science laboratory
equipment, materials, and other items needed

to assist in the school’s educational efforts.
In addition, Asia Pacific Power

Systems and Indonesian Cat
dealer PT Trakindo

Utama

donated a new 3456 stand-by generator set
valued at $50,000 to the school.

The laboratory school—a joint effort of the
Syiah Kuala University, the United States
Indonesia Society (USINDO) and the
Sampoerna Foundation—is one of the few
high schools in the country that addresses the
objectives the Badan Rehabilitasi dan
Rekonstruksi (Board for Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction) has for restoring and
improving Indonesia’s education sector. The
facility is expected to be a model of high-
quality education in the country, with
graduates being better prepared to 
enter the university. 

Representatives from Trakindo
attended the school’s grand

opening on July 27.
Located on the

university

campus, the facility features a new science
lab, 10 Internet-connected classrooms, library,
multi-purpose hall, cafeteria, and space for
faculty and staff to meet and relax. The first
class includes 106 students out of more than
600 applicants. Additional classes will be
added annually for the next several years.

“The diverse group of students selected for
the first class are a true
reflection of the community,”
said Margaret Sullivan, the
school’s project coordinator.
“We have come a long way in
two years, and we have our
project sponsors to thank for
their piece of it. This school is a
true achievement in which we
can all take pride.”

Indonesia is integral to
Caterpillar’s business in Asia
Pacific. Jakarta is home to one
of Asia Pacific 

Marketing’s district offices, employing 25
people; and P.T. Natra Raya, an Asia Pacific
Operations facility in nearby Cileungsi, is
home to some 260 employees. The local
dealer, Trakindo Utama, has approximately
7,000 employees at more than 50 branches
located throughout the country.

“This school is a true
achievement in which we
can all take pride.”
—Margaret Sullivan, Syiah Kuala University Laboratory
School project coordinatorThe school, shown under construction, opened July 27 with an enrollment of 106 students for its first class.

The school principal (left) with her staff at the new school

Peruvian dealer Unimaq is seeing increased customer satisfaction with its new customer care center.

Banda Aceh

B A N D A  A C E H ,  I N D O N E S I A

Present for the launch are (L-R): CEO Jim Owens; Cameron Ferguson, T&SD Director, PSES; Kevin Brennan, Senior Consultant, Customer
Safety Services; Dave Hudson, Manager, Customer Safety Services; Phil Rixstine, Black Belt, Customer Safety Services.

CEO Jim Owens cuts a “virtual” ribbon to launch the new web site.

Banda Aceh
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Safely home. Everyone. Every day.
Customers are recognizing Caterpillar as a global leader in the safety

of people in, on, and around our products by changing the processes
that drive the way Cat works and the deliverables that Cat produces.
We will accomplish these goals by providing safety-related products
and services and by driving prime-product safety enhancements.
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Caterpillar Remanufacturing
Services Shrewsbury, U.K.
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3000th Excavator Marks Grenoble Milestone 
By Maarten de Haas

The 3000th wheeled
excavator from Grenoble was
presented to its new owner, a
Zeppelin customer, June 21,
during official hand-over
ceremonies at the facility.
Members of the Grenoble plant,
the Caterpillar wheeled
hydraulic excavator product
group, as well as the Munich
district office and Zeppelin also
took part in the festivities.

Reaching the 3000-machine
milestone took the Grenoble
facility less than two years.
Production began in 
September 2005. 

Cat customer and proud
owner of the new machine,
Dresdner Industrie- und
Wohnungsbaugesellschaft
mbH's, chose Cat because of
the excellent reputation of the

product, service provided by the
Zeppelin dealer, and the
performance it has experienced
with other Cat wheeled
excavators. This is the fourth
Caterpillar wheeled excavator
in the customer’s fleet. 

The day before the hand over
of this machine to the customer,

Caterpillar CEO Jim Owens,
EAME Operations Vice
President Mike Baunton, and
Director General for Caterpillar
France Tom Bluth conducted a
final inspection of the machine
and congratulated employees
on this significant event.

The team at the Caterpillar
Remanufacturing facility in
Shrewsbury, United Kingdom,
has taken the European
market by storm in just a
few short years, providing

sustainable solutions for Caterpillar
and other manufacturing customers. 

Shrewsbury provides a variety of remanufacturing services
that include contract services in logistics for purchasing,
kitting, core receiving, inspection, and repackaging. It also
markets its manufacturing services  to customers who need
Shrewsbury’s remanufacturing capabilities in assembly, testing,
painting, machining, and/or inspection. 

Even major European media
has noticed the good work of
the Shrewsbury team. “Hefty
profit margins are the main
driver of Caterpillar's
enthusiasm for
remanufacturing and its
ongoing expansion into
Europe,” said Time magazine
in its July 12 European
edition. “But Reman’s
practitioners also relish the
challenge of giving clapped-out parts 
new leases on life.” 

The article captured the Shrewsbury team well, commented
Facility Manager Peter Roberts. “We have an enthusiastic

group, ready to breathe new
life into the parts and engines
that make progress possible
every day.” 

Shrewsbury employs 
over 250 people and
remanufactures 35,000
parts per year, with sales in
excess of $73 million. It is a
Class A facility and is ISO
9001 certified.  

Shrewsbury Timeline

This facility was established in 1915 by Sentinel to
produce a wide range of mechanical products, including
steam-driven trucks. 

➤ In 1956, the facility was acquired by Rolls-Royce
Limited to produce four-, six-, and eight-cylinder diesel
engines for military and commercial equipment.

➤ In 1984, Perkins acquired the site to increase product
offerings in mid-size engines.  

➤ In 1998, Caterpillar acquired Perkins.
➤ In 2003, the facility joined Cat Reman—employing 367

full-time Cat and contract employees.

Staff Report
Caterpillar had the opportunity to

meet another member of the Best
family—this time it was Frank Best
from Columbus Junction, Iowa,
great-grandson of Benjamin Best.
Benjamin was the brother of Daniel
Best, founder of the Best
Manufacturing Company, and uncle to
C. L. Best, founder of the C. L. Best
Tractor Co. and Caterpillar's first CEO.
Best was in town to tour the facilities
and see the legacy his family started
over 120 years ago. 

Best, who is very interested in his family’s

heritage and a “huge genealogist,”
began his day with a tour of the Cat
Administration Building, then moved
on to tour Building SS where he
witnessed the assembly and testing
of track-type tractors. Best finished
the day with a viewing of the 100
Years On Tracks exhibit at the
Track Type Tractors’ visitor center
in East Peoria. 

“I’ve always wanted to see the
whole thing,” Best said. “I’m very

curious about what is going on in Caterpillar
today. I know my family’s history, and I’ve always
wanted to go see what’s happening today. ”

Frank Best 

Great-Grandson of Benjamin Best

Best Visits Caterpillar

By Rebecca May
It has been approximately 

25 years since the first engine
rolled off the assembly line at
the Lafayette Caterpillar facility
on Dec. 2, 1982. To recognize
this exciting milestone, the
Lafayette facility held a
weeklong celebration from July
30 through August 5 to express
its sincere thanks and
appreciation to all past and
current employees. 

Employees were treated to
Cat mementos and given the
opportunity to participate in a
different fun activity each day.
Some of these special activities
included wearing your oldest
Cat shirt, getting a free ice
cream treat, and daily raffles of
gift cards from local businesses. 

The excitement built as the
week progressed, and on Friday,
August 3, employees attended
all-employee meetings with
special speakers including past
general managers and
department heads and state and
local dignitaries. The mayor,
state senator, and state
representative attended the
celebration to express their
appreciation to employees. 

The week of activities
reached its peak on Sunday,
August 5, when employees,
retirees, and their families were
invited to attend an on-site open
house. Roughly 4,800 employees
and family members turned out
for the event that included food,
music, carnival games, machine
displays, a car and hobby show,
shop tours, a petting zoo, family

pictures, dunk tank, and 
much more. 

“It takes a skilled, dedicated
workforce fully engaged to
produce such lasting quality
products. Caterpillar and the
Lafayette facility leadership
team thanks each and every
employee,” said General
Manager Bruce Schuver.

Lafayette Celebrates 25 Years Of Operations
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BusinessBriefs
GUATELAMA—A new 385CL Mass

Excavator equipped with quick coupler,
bucket, and ripper joined the production team
of Agregua in July. The newly acquired
machine joins
Agregua’s 365CLME 
in mining basalt
rock. 

Comparable to a
D11 ripping
capability, the new
385CLME is now the
main production tool 
for Agregados
Guatemala. The 
30-second tool
exchange time adds
to its versatility and
adaptability to
conform with either
the bucket or ripper
to the basalt deposit
presentation.
Agregua pioneered
the use of large Cat
excavators with the rip and load flexible
system in the production of aggregates in

Latin America. The great results achieved
with the 365CLME in the last three years
convinced the company to go even larger to a
385CLME to increase production capacity.  

“Thanks to
Gentrac’s
professional support
and leadership in
marketing new
production systems
from Cat, Agregua is 
at the leading edge
of production and
cost efficiencies in
Latin America,” said
Alex Franco, heavy
construction market
professional in
LACD. “Thanks to
the collaboration of
Cat Work Tools,
LACD is at the
leading edge of rip
and load
applications with

excavators. Looking at the future, it is only
going to get better.”

New Mass Excavator Expands Ripper Role For Agregua
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ELKO, NV—Newmont Mining
Corporation, one of the world’s
leading gold producers, and
Caterpillar Logistics Services, Inc.
(Cat Logistics), a wholly owned
subsidiary of Caterpillar Inc., signed
a 10-year logistics services
agreement August 1.

"Newmont recognizes the
increasing importance of improved
material availability for the
productivity of our workforce,” said
Newmont Mining Corporation Vice
President of North American
Operations Brant Hinze. “Cat
Logistics’ expertise in providing an
integrated logistics solution will
result in better equipment
availability, increased employee
productivity, and lower inventory
carrying costs. This new partnership
will streamline our supply chain
process positioning Newmont at the
forefront of the industry.”

As part of the agreement, Cat
Logistics will provide warehousing

and inventory management
services, records accuracy, and
transportation management services
for a new 162,000-square-foot
logistics center in Elko, Nevada. 
The facility will support Newmont’s
mining operations throughout north-
central Nevada. The distribution
center will employ about 40 people
and will also incorporate the parts
operations of Cat dealer Cashman. 

“This is an exciting opportunity to
provide an integrated logistics
solution to support Newmont’s
operations,” said Americas
President Steve Larson of Caterpillar
Logistics Services, Inc. “We
understand the positive impact
superior logistics services can have
in an industry where machine
uptime is essential. We look forward
to working with the Newmont team
to implement this fully integrated
supply chain solution.“ 

Newmont And Cat Logistics Sign Agreement

BARTH, Germany—Caterpillar Power
Generation Systems (CPGS) has been
selected to provide six 12CM32 medium-
speed generator sets to produce 33
megawatts (MW) of power at three of UR
Power GmbH’s vegetable oil-fueled plants,
located on the Baltic Sea coast in Barth
(Ostsee) and on the North Sea coast in
Cuxhaven, Germany.

“As our first biofuel project in Germany,
the UR Power project represents an
exciting step in Caterpillar Power
Generation Systems’ ability to help make
alternative energy a global reality and
supports Caterpillar’s strategic focus on
sustainability,” said William J. Rohner, vice
president of Caterpillar’s Electric Power

Division. “We eagerly anticipate work on
similar alternative-fuel power projects in
Germany and other regions of the world in
the near future.”

In addition to supplying biofuel-generated
grid electricity under EEG (Germany’s
Renewable Energy Act), the plants will
recover waste heat energy for local
industrial use. At the Barth site, the
recovered heat will benefit greenhouses
producing the region’s famous “Barther
Tomaten” (tomatoes from Barth).

A leading specialist in German biofuel
power generation, UR Power offers a
single-source solution for the design,
development, and operation of vegetable
oil-fueled power plants. With a goal of

generating environmentally
friendly, renewable energy from
a variety of vegetable oils, UR
Power offers a unique
understanding of vegetable oil
technology as one of the most
successful biofuel models in
today’s new energies sector.

Beyond equipment
specification, UR Power
contracted CPGS for complete
power plant system engineering
support and supervision of the installation.
It includes CPGS’s assistance in developing
a standard plant design for all future power
plant construction projects, thus enhancing
cost, time, and ongoing maintenance

efficiencies.
Power plant equipment deliveries are

scheduled for the end of 2007 and into the
second quarter of 2008, with the plants
scheduled to go online during the latter 
half of 2008.

Cat Provides Biofuel Power Generation For German Firm

BEIJING, China—Repre-
sentatives of Caterpillar Inc. were
pleased to accompany James
Connaughton, senior
environmental and natural
resources advisor to U.S.
President George W. Bush, on his
recent visit to the Sihe Coal Mine
in Jincheng City, Shanxi Province,
China. Sihe is the world's largest
coal methane power plant and
will use 60 Caterpillar methane-
gas-powered generator sets to
create 120 megawatts of power
when fully operational.

Following the success of this
project, Caterpillar has been
selected to provide an additional
31 methane-gas-powered
generator sets to produce 54
megawatts of power at the Cheng
Zhuang and Mei Gan Shi coal
mines in the same city in Shanxi
Province. 

“The United States and other
nations including China are
working together to set a long-

term global goal for reducing
greenhouse gases,” said
Connaughton, who was appointed
by President Bush in 2001 to serve
as the chairman of the Council on
Environmental Quality. “Economic
growth, energy security and
climate change must be
addressed in an integrated way.
The Jincheng coal methane plants
are excellent examples of how to
increase energy use in an
environmentally responsible way,”
Connaughton added. “We hope to
advance more projects like these
through the Asia-Pacific
Partnership (APP) on Clean
Development and Climate, which
addresses growing energy
demand by advancing clean
energy technology development
and deployment." 

The Shanxi Jincheng Anthracite
Coal Mining Group Co., Ltd. is the
project developer for the three
coal methane power plants.
Caterpillar will work closely with

its dealer WesTrac China Limited
on product commissioning and
on-going support for these
projects. 

Methane gas found in coal
seams can be highly volatile and it
is a major cause of underground
explosions. Historically, it has
been vented into the atmosphere.
By capturing the previously
vented methane gas and
converting it into electricity, the
Caterpillar generator sets will
significantly reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, improve mine
safety and increase the capacity
of the local power grid. 

“This is a major step forward in
China's road to sustainable
development and demonstrates
positive bilateral trade relations
between the United States and
China,” said Stu Levenick,
Caterpillar group president with
responsibility for Asia. 

The 11th Five-Year Plan guiding
China’s development between

2006 and 2010 emphasizes that
building a recyclable economy is
an important way for China to
build a resource-efficient and
environment-friendly society, thus
realizing sustainable development.
As part of the second Strategic
Economic Dialogue, the United
States and China have agreed to
develop up to 15 large-scale coal
mine methane utilization projects
in the next five years. 

The 3500 series generators

used in these projects are
produced at Caterpillar’s Large
Engine Center in Lafayette,
Indiana. “Caterpillar generator
sets have been producing
electricity around the world for
nearly 70 years,” said William J.
Rohner, vice president for
Caterpillar’s Electric Power
Division. “We are pleased to be
involved with these new
opportunities in China.”

Top White House Advisor On Environment Visits The World’s Largest Coal Methane Power Plant

The UR Power generator sets are similar to this installation 
at 11 feet high by 37 feet long and each unit weighing in excess

of 140,000 pounds.

U.S. Senior Environmental & Natural Resources Advisor James Connaughton 
learns more about Cat’s involvement with the coal methane power plant. 
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Mauricio Soler captures the honors of 

winning stage nine.

Team Barloworld Rides In Tour de France
Staff Report

When you think of Caterpillar
and the Tour de France, the first
thing most people think is what
did our machines construct for the
Tour. However, this year’s 
Tour marked the first time Team
Barloworld, sponsored by Cat
dealer Barloworld, was invited to
the prestigious Tour de France
and it made sure Cat was along
for the ride. 

The team of 9 elite riders
sported bright red and white
uniforms with yellow and black
sleeves. On each shoulder sat 
the Caterpillar logo positioned 
for getting the word out that
Barloworld is a big part of the
growth happening in Africa,
Europe, and Russia. 

“It‘s important to talk about our
sponsor,” Team Manager Claudio
Corti said. “Barloworld is a South
African multi-national company
that is present in numerous
European and worldwide markets.

I’m very proud to have brought an
African sponsor into the highest
level of cycling.”

Barloworld Equipment South
Africa celebrated 80 years as a
Caterpillar dealer in July. It is also
the Cat dealer in Botswana,
Namibia, Spain, Portugal, Zambia,
Malawi, Mozambique, Angola,
Siberia, and the Democratic
Republic of Congo (Katanga
Province). 

Team Barloworld finished in
15th place overall and scored two
stage victories with Mauricio
Soler taking stage nine and
sprinter Robbie Hunter winning
stage 11. Soler also captured the
title of “King of Mountains” and its
polka-dot jersey as the top rider
during the tour’s mountain stages.

The cyclists will be wearing the
new look uniforms throughout the
remainder of the 2007 
racing season.
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Team Barloworld rider Robbie Hunter during the
first stage of the Tour de France in London, England.


